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Personal Statement: 

I am a C++, C# and Actionscript 3 programmer who has always had a passion for videogames; not
just for playing them, but going further and studying the techniques and architectures that games are
built  on.  Therefore,  I  have  always  experimented  with  algorithms,  graphic  functions,  development
techniques, designs and implementations. I am interested in how graphic effects or the algorithms used
in classic and modern videogames are achieved. What really gratifies me is having an idea and then
writing the code to realise it  in the most elegant and efficient way. I  am not afraid to employ new
technologies and techniques because I am a fast learner able to work independently and in a team.

I  studied  IT  in  Italy  and  my  favourite  subjects  have  always  been  maths  calculus  and  heavy
computing algorithms. At university I studied C and C++ and used these languages in several projects,
including my dissertation work which was developed in C++ and OpenGL. I graduated with full marks.

I am currently employed as Game Engine Programmer in Stainless Games. I am part of the Tools &
Tech team, and I develop game engine components and tools for commercial games like Carmageddon:
Reincarnation  and  Magic  2015  –  Duels  of  the  Planeswalkers.  In  particular  I  developed  the  virtual
texturing system of the engine, including the tools for the content pipeline.

In my previous job I was employed as Game Programmer in Arooga. I started with a Flash social
game called “Club Paradise”, I followed the development from the very beginning and I saw all its life
cycle. I worked on core features like isometric graphics, 3D graphics, characters' AI, user interfaces, audio
system and virtual currency. I developed also a framework shared by other projects. My following project
was a puzzle game in AS3 and PHP,  I was the main programmer in a team of 2 developers, one artist and
one game designer.

In every project I have been working together with other developers, artists, game designers and
QA, and I have proved to be efficient both in team work and independently

During my previous work experience I developed in C#, SQL Server 2005 and Asp .NET 2.0 under
the  .NET  frameworks  2.0  and  3.5  .  I  managed  all  the  data  of  the  e-commerce  website
www.store.newholland.com, from the SQL design to the format of the products that were accessed
through WCF by Asp pages, Flash applications and a WPF back office. I maintained and administrated the
IIS on Windows 2003 Server where the website was hosted.

In my spare time I always programmed in C++, using libraries such as Direct3D, OpenGL and SDL. I
have  read  books  like  “Introduction  to  3D  Game  Programming  with  DirectX  11”  (Luna-Wordware),
“Mathematics for 3D game programming & Computer Graphics” (Lengyel-Charles River Media). I always
tested and modified the sample code that comes with the books, always achieving a full understanding
of it.

http://www.riccardomaria.com/


Technical Skills:

Programming languages: 

 C++, C under MS Visual Studio to work on a proprietary game engine employed  in commercial
games, and many academical projects, including a NURBS viewer, a neural network project, a
volunteer game and many small  Direct3D and OpenGL projects. I  am currently using C++ in
personal projects to study 3D engine algorithms and DirectX11

 Actionscript 3 to develop Flash games for Facebook, including an isometric club management
game, a 2D GTA game and a puzzle game

 C#  for retrieving data from the database, processing data and making it available to external
applications through WCF. I also used this language to study Unity3D and the XNA framework

 Matlab for many academical projects, including linear system solutions and dynamical models
 SQL in MS SQL 2005 to store and retrieve data for an e-commerce website
 Asp .NET 2.0 for the back office of an e-commerce website  
 PHP 5 for webservices which supply data to Flash games

3D Graphics: 
 DirectX 9.0c and 11, vertex and pixel shaders, virtual texturing, special effects, GPU computation

algorithms, light and shadow techniques, particles effects, game oriented data structures
 OpenGL, fixed and flexible pipeline programming, vertex and fragment shaders, NURBS meshes,

tessellation algorithms, light and texture management, game oriented real time 3D API
 Microsoft XNA, fast algorithms, object oriented  game programming, game engine patterns

Databases: 
 Microsoft SQL Server 2005, MySQL

Operative Systems: 

 Windows 8, 7, Vista, 2003, 2000, 95/98/XP, NT 
 Administration and maintenance of IIS on Windows server 2003 

Technics: 

 Computational geometry 
 Numerical calculus 
 Dynamical models 

Work experience:

July 2012 – Present
GAME ENGINE PROGRAMMER 
Stainless Games (Newport, Isle of Wight, UK) 
Main duties: 

 develop new game engine features
 extend or fix engine components
 develop tools to be used by other developers or artists
 develop and maintain the content pipeline
 set up the build machines

December 2009 – July 2012
GAME PROGRAMMER 
Arooga (Havant, UK) 
Main duties: 

 develop Flash games as main programmer in a team of 4 members



 implement core features of a big social game in AS3
 expand and maintain the framework for other games 
 implement user interfaces 
 mentor junior programmers

June 2008 - November 2008
TEAM LEADER 
Giuneco S.R.L. (Florence, Italy) 
Main duties: 

 lead a foreign remote team of programmers 
 design applications 
 schedule works and projects 

2007 – 2008 
PROGRAMMER 
Giuneco S.R.L. (Florence, Italy) 
Main duties: 

 program in ASP.NET and C#
 work in analysis, architecture and development of BI, web services and e-commerce web sites 
 administrate IIS web server 
 design and maintain databases 
 teach programming in C# 

2006 
PROF. ALBERTO MANCINI’S ASSISTANT 
Università degli Studi di Firenze (Florence,  
Main duties: 

 teach  NURBS  surfaces  and  OpenGL  on  the  Geometria  Computazionale  (Computational
geometry) course 

 assist the lecturer in preparing the material for lectures 1997 – 1998 

Education:

1998 – 2006 
Laurea in Informatica (Degree in Information Technologies – 5 years degree) 
Course in “Applicazioni numeriche” (“Numerical applications”) 
Università degli Studi di Firenze - Florence (Italy) 
Mark: 110/110 with honours 

Dissertation: Tassellazione di superfici NURBS “trimmate” ed implementazione OpenGL
(Tassellation of “trimmed” NURBS surfaces and OpenGL implementation) 

1990 – 1996 
Diploma in Maturità Scientifica (Scientific High School) 
Liceo Scientifico Statale A. Righi – Rome (Italy) 

Hobbies and interests: 

 Collecting 8 bit and 16 bit computers and consoles, emulators
 Collecting toys from the 80’s (mainly Transformers)
 Model-making
 Shooting short films
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